
We are excited to announce the next edition of our
virtual Women’s Book Club! We will meet in
February to discuss Text Me When You Get Home:
The Evolution and Triumph of Modern Female
Friendship by author Kayleen Schaefer.
 
Through interviews with over 100 women about
their best friends, soul mates, and idols, Schaefer
weaves a pop culture-focused narrative that
challenges the stereotype that women have trouble
establishing and maintaining friendships with other
women, and examines the evolution of female
relationships from competition to a culture of
support and community.

Text Me When You Get Home has been heralded
as an uplifting, deeply reported work of cultural
analysis with a uniquely validating perspective on
how women are reclaiming the power of female
friendship.
 
We look forward to a lively discussion with the
author and sharing our own perspectives on
friendship. Register to receive your copy of Text Me
When You Get Home and join us on February 23.
 
Please also keep an eye out for the end-of-year
survey coming soon. We received many wonderful
book suggestions last year, and invite you to once
again complete this survey to help shape our
programming for 2022!

Read A Book With Stroock: 
The Stationery Shop by Marjan Kamali

“A memoir of female friendship issues a call to action for BFFs everywhere.” — The
New York Times Book Review
 
“Reading Text Me When You Get Home feels like experiencing its subject—the intimate,
slow-burning, miraculously comfortable thrill of making and keeping a lifelong friend.
Kayleen Schaefer’s affectionate and clear-sighted exploration of female friendship is as
romantic as a movie and as honest as the conversation on the third day of a road trip;
reading it is as delightful as walkingi nto a bar on a weeknight to see your friend already



 seated and ordering your drink.” — Jia Tolentino, staff writer at The New Yorker and
author of the breakout essay collection "Trick Mirror."
 
“‘Text me when you get home.’ Those six words aren’t just about getting home safely at
the end of the night—they’re really a story about how special and fierce friendships are
between women.” — NPR’s Book Concierge


